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ABSTRACT
The X-ray charge density analysis of a hydroxynaphthoquinnne derivative was obtained by multipolar HansenCoppens formalism refinement through high resolution X-ray diffraction data at 100(1) K. The molecular
properties of the title compound resulted from the combined experimental and the quantum theory of atoms in
molecules (QTAIM) studies. The topological properties of the covalent bonds and of the hydrogen bonds have
been investigated.
Ker,vords: X-ray charge dmicy,Hansen-Coppens formalism; QTAIM

INTRODUCTION
Accurate. high-resolution X-ray charge-density
experiments provide information on the electron
distribution within the system under study, allowing
both the nature of the bonding and the atomic
interactions to be detennined [I]. To this end, Bader's
quantum theory of atoms in molecules [2] is a powerful
tool, which characterizes the chemical interactions
between atoms on the basis of the topological
properties of the electron density and the associated
Laplacian at bond-critical points (bops). In organic
molecules, covalent bonds are classified as shared
shell, while van der Weals OnVO and hydrogenbonding interactions are classified as closed-shell.
The electron-density distribution of small molecules,
peptides and amino acids carries information which is
important in modeling their interactions. The molecular
electrostatic potential and electric moments, which may
be droved from the charge-density, help to determine
the recognition properties such as reactivity in a
desired molecule. The electron clouds around atoms in
molecules are deformed primarily due to chemical
bonding and secondarily by non-bonded interactions
such as hydrogen bonds. In the routine crystal
structure determination from X-ray diffraction data
thor: athra_shorafi

using least-squares refinement procedure, the
continuous electron-density of molecule is
subdivided into independent atomic charge
densities, and the basic assumptions are that
atoms are neutral and of spherical shape with a
radial dependence equal to that of free atoms In
the gas phase so-called Independent Atom Model
(lAm). so. some corrections due to bonding and
non-bonding effects must he considered which
leads to multipolar atom model and allows
mapping non-spherical electron-density map of
the desired molecule.
In this study, the tale compound is a substituted
5-hydmxyl-I,4-naphthoquinone (.ruglone). Juglone
and its 5-aceloxy-1-bromo samIngue are the
essential dienophile in the highly comergent and
reginspecific

Dils-Alder

synthesis

of

Ochromyemone. a type of normal anthraquinonc
which exhibits remarkable antibiotic and antitumor

actisities. Our aim is to obtain an insight of
the nature of the chemical bonds by X-ray
charge-density study of the title compound.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The crystal structure of the title compound was
determined by single-crystal X-ray crystallography.
The crystallographic data of the title compound are
listed in Table I. The ORTEP plot of the title
compound based on the AM refinement was
shown in Figure 1, with the 50% probability
displacement ellipsoid and atomic numbering. Data
wore collected on a Broker SMART APEXII CCD
area detector ditiractometer ith Mo Ka radiation
(X = 0.71073 A) equipped with an Oxford
eryosystem Cobra low temperature attachment.
Cell parameters were rethexed using SMART [5]
software and relined using SAINT [6] on all
observed reflections. Data reduction and correction
For Lp and decay were performed using SAINT'
Plus software. Absorption corrections were applied
using &ADAMS [7]. The structure was solved by
direct methods and refined by the least squares
method on IZ1 using the SI 111.-XTL program
package [8]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were positioned
geomcncally and refined with a Mding model
approximation with their parameters constrained to
the parent atom with IG.(H) = 1.2 or 1.5 L(C),
except for the hydrogen atom attached to 03 atom
which was located from the difference Fourier map

and constraMed to refine with the parent atom with
1.1, )8 (H)— 1.5 Chi (0).
;

Fig. I. The ORTEP plot A the title compound bac
on the IAM refinement with 50% probab lity
displacement ellipsoids and the atomic num ering.

Table I. The crystallographic data and refinement parameters of the compound by IAM
Empirical omiula
Ci11-1&103
Formula weight
222.62
Temperature
100(1)K
Crystal system
Monoclinic
Space group
0/c
a(A)
10.75060(10)
WA)
10.3104H10)
0(.4)
16.8370(2)
..842
100.2850(10)
Va ll
1836.9613)
Z
.
8
D algirn'i
1.610
v (mm )
0.395
Crystal size Imriv
0.30 x 0.21 r 0.14
Max.& min. 0
2.76. 35.06
Limiting indices
-12 <h<17.-16.< k< 16,17< I< 27
.
I 7328 /4015 [mine= 0 03(N1
Reflections collected / unique
Max. :Ind loin. transmission
0.9453 and 0.5911
Data /restraints / parameters
4015 /0 /140
GoF
1 067
Final R indices [ 02 cr(1)]
RI — 0.0380 AR2 - 0 1031
R indices (all data)
R1 0.0459 wR2 = 6.1052
Largest diff. &irk and hole
0.607 and -0.353 erkir
METHODS
Indeed, accurate low-temperature high resolution
quantified by using a non-spherical mode of the
X-ray data allow the non-spherical maps, and
atomic electron-density and so charge-de sity is
electron-density to be presented in deformation come of age. This model is described as a
electron-density maps, and experimentally superposition of pseudo-atoms described by the
136
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multipolar Hansen-Coppens atom formalism
(equation I) [9] in program MoPro [4] which is the
most accurate model as follows:
p, (r) + P, x1 p.„.1 (K r)
=um (r)

+ I K.' ft,il (K' r) XHoThro (0[0)

(I)

itt

riff
where row and por represent the spherical core and
valence unitary electron-density, respectively. BEd
is the valence population parameter. y

represent

multipolar spherical harmonic functions of the
order / in real fen Th are Slater-type radial
functions and Pio arc the multipolar populations
The coo/fide:1H x and ff describe the contractionrecension for the spherical and multipolar valence
densities, respectts cly. The low X-ray scattering
power of H atoms is a roll known problem in
crystallography. H0BdV(T, as evident from
structures based on neutron diffraction experiments
(where the scattering length of H atom is
comparable in magnitude with those of heavier
elements such as carbon and oxygen), the use of an
isotropic displacement parameter for hydrogen is a
yen/ crude approximation and should be corrected.
So, the program SHADE [10] web server was used
to model an estimation of hydrogen anisotropre
displacement parameters which is based on the
analysis of displacement parameters of the non-H
frameworks as a rigid body m irons of a TLS
(on I I nff beration screw) model by Schomaker
and Trueblood method [II]. So. the procedure
based on Simple Hydrogen Anisotroree
Displacement Estimator (SHADE) calculated the

anisotropic displacement parameters for the
hydrogen atoms. A tint crystal structure refinement
was performed with SHEL)(TL based on the
Independent Atom Model (IAM). Then the leastsquares program MoPro was then used to
determine the charge-density of the title compound.
The anisotropic displacement model of the liatoms resulted from the SHADE program.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In charge-density results based on multipolar
refinement shared-shell interactions, such as
covalent bonds, are characterized by positive
values of the electron density and negative values
of the Laplacian of the electron density at the bond
erotical points (hops). while closed-shell
interactions, such as ionic bonding. van der Weals
(vdW) and hydrogen bonding, tend to have small
positive values for both of the electron density and
its Laplacian at the bond critical points (bcps). The
topological properties at the critical points
identified for the title compound are listed in Table
2. The bond Iengths are consistent with aromatic
delocalized bonding as anticipated, and four ring
critical points (reps) were identified. Each of the
carbon-carbon and carbon-oxygen bonds is a
shared-shell covalent interaction. The electron
density and Laplacian of 00—CII bend is also
shared-shell but as much as the other covalent
bonds whic can be substantiated from low values
of its electron density (1.4330 e.A:3) and Laplaciam
(.3.80 et) .

Table 2. Topological rot:ernes of the ti le compound at the bond critical points (b ps)
C11
01
02
03
07
4I
1I

Bond
CID
C4
(41
C7
11103
12
1 le

nuiro
l 40
1 108
I 2489
4411
9310
4621
4688

Q
0
Cl
14
IS
C5
l. 6
17
19
CS
19
CO
ri
Cl
C11
C11
02

C3
H4A
(4
CS
C6
(to
Li
C8
H8 .A
(9
CIO
Cil
[Pio
1111B
EllIC
01
114

I 3472
I 0604
i 471e
1 5014
I 4219
I 3947
I 4084
I 4010
l 0E195
1.3842
1.4102
1497!
1 0147
t.0209
1 (229
28t97
2.S475

ordff X [1
14330
2 7972
2 8145
2307
e
2.b3t
1 805
t.8SS
1 069
2 4332
1 8421
t.9419
1 2441
t.4t2

V 2 pfd lc.k')
5)
.3.80

2.1050
1.8799
2.1502

-16.10

tjst
1.243:
1.1003
1 9300
O1738
n.t23
137

-2498
186t
-13.69
-22.36
-16.61
-bAt
-13.38
-14.00

-'066
-11.33
I 53
5.53

w
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According to the experimental deformation
density, polar interactions such as hydrogen bonds

IA

have distorting effects on the electron cloud in the
region of the oxygen lone pain. The ORTEP plot
of the title compound based on the multipolar
refinement formalism with 50% probability
displacement ellipsoids aid the atomic number*.
was shown in figure 2. The multipolar refinement
model shows better improvement in the anisotropie
displacement parameters of the non-hydrogen
atoms with respect to those in the JAM model
which can be substantiated from the data presented
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The I > bra)
crystallographic factors am reduced from 0.0380 to
00333 for R(F) and from 01031 to 0.0397 for
wRIF). The anisotropie displacement ellipsoids of
the hydrogen atoms (huge ellipsoids in flare 2)

Fig, 3. Expehmental deformation density maps in the
plane of the ale compound (contours at 0. e A13.
blue/red- positive/negative).
1
IA

were calculated by SHADE program. The
deformation density map, Laplacian of the electron
density, electrostatic potential map, and the
gradient paths of the title compound were shown in
Fig. 3,0, 5. and 6, respectively.

. Laplacian of the electron density for 'he ti le
compormd, positive contours are dashed redline ,
w ile negative contours are dashed bkie lines.
IA
I"
I

Cl

d1C

01

Fig. 2. The ORTEH plot of the tale compound based
on he multipolar refinement with 50% probability
displacement elltpsnids and ihr atomic numberine.
The anrsocop ic disp at amen1 elltpsoi di of the
hydrogen atoms were calculated by SHADE program.

138

Fig, 5. Electortaiic potential generated around t e
mole -ale (Con bars 0.1 e Ac , continuous blue Hoe
positiat and dashed r d line. negative). ,
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CONCLUSION
The experimental charge-density analysis for
the title compound at 100(1) K afforded a good
multi-polar refinement and improvement of the
crystallographic RU') and vtIPPI factors with
respect to the IAM refinement. The resulted
shared- and closed-shell interactions are in
good agreement with the model as presented in
Table 2.
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